
Hours Tracker is a third party app marketed by cribasoft, LLC, which can be installed on 
your phone or tablet and used to record your time. Time records can then be exported to a csv file which can be 
imported into the Tussman Program. 

To install Time Tracker go to the Apple App Store or the Google Play Store and install the Hours Tracker App. Be 
sure to purchase the Pro Edition (unlimited version), which currently is priced at $9.99. 

Once installed the Hours Tracker icon shown above will appear on your device's screen. 

Maintaining Matter List

When you open Hours Tracker the following screen appears. 

Hours Tracker Top Previous Next
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It displays a list of the matters you are working on (or Jobs, in the Hours Tracker terminology). To add a matter to 
the list, click the + sign at the top. In the Job name space enter the client and matter id exactly as it appears in 
Tussman, separating the client and matter id with a hyphen, as shown in the examples above. If you want to add 
additional description to help you identify the matter, such as the client and/or matter title, type a semicolon after 
the client and matter ids and enter whatever description you like, as shown in the examples above. 

If you do not know the Client and Matter ID's, enter the name or other description of the file so that the person 
doing the importing into Tussman can assign it to the correct file, as described in the Import section below. 

When adding a new matter all you need to fill in is the Job name; you can ignore all the other fields. Leave the 
Time Rounding setting at None. 

If you click on an existing matter from the list a new screen comes up. This screen displays the time entries you 
have made for that matter, as shown below. 
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You edit the matter information by clicking the pencil at the top, as shown above If the pencil does not appear, or 
if you want to delete the matter, click the menu at the upper right (the three vertical dots) and select the option you 
want. 

Recording Entries
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To create a new time entry, first select the matter you want from the opening screen, then click the icon at the top 
that consists of a clock with a plus sign just below it to the right. The following screen will appear. 

The time entry screen will show the current date and time in the Start space. Change the date if you need to. You 
do not need to enter the ending date and time unless you want to. Instead, click on the Duration space and enter 
the number of hours and minutes. Since it requires entry in minutes, to enter tenths of an hour just enter the 
corresponding number of minutes by multiplying 6 times the number of tenths; for example, 12 minutes for .2 
hours. 
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Alternatively, instead of entering the Duration manually you can create a timed entry by clicking on the matter you 
want from the main screen, then clicking on the Clock In Now button. That creates a new entry on the list; you 
can hit the Clock Out Now button when done and then click on the entry to add comments or adjust the amount. 

If you choose to use the timer, or enter both a start time and ending time, Tussman will round the resulting 
number of minutes to the nearest tenth or quarter of an hour depending on the settings you have created in the 
main Tussman Program. To review those settings click on Config from the main menu in Tussman and select 
Data Entry Options. Item 3 specifies whether you want to round to the nearest hundredth, tenth, or quarter of an 
hour. Item 2 specifies if you want to always round up, or round to the nearest. Item 4 lets you specify a minimum 
hour amount to charge; for example, if you enter .25 the program will always round to that amount when the 
number of minutes is less than a quarter hour. The actual rounding will occur when you import your charges into 
Tussman. 

You do not need to enter the Base Rate as Tussman will calculate the amount of the charge using the 
appropriate rate when you import the entries into the program. 

Enter the description for the services rendered in the Comment space. There is no limit on the amount of text you 
can enter. To use shorthand abbreviations precede each one with a + sign; for example, +tc with client. 

The Tags space can be used for a variety of purposes. If you click on the Tags space a list of saved Tags will 
come up. If the Tag you want to use is not on the list enter it in the New tag space. Following are some of the 
Tags you can use: 

NC or N/C - use to record Nonbillable Time 

ADMIN - use the record Administrative Time 

COST - use to record a billable cost. To record a cost, you must then specify 1 hour as the Duration, then enter 
the amount of the cost in the Base Rate space. Alternatively, to bill a number of units (photocopies, for example), 
enter the number of units in the Duration field as the number of hours, then enter the unit charge in the Base 
Rate space. When billing a cost, if you also want to assign a cost code, type a slash or backslash after the word 
COST in the Tags space. Alternatively, you can type the cost code at the beginning of the Comment space 
followed by a double backslash (\\) or the pipe symbol (|); for example, "E107|Delivery of deposition transcript to 
defendant." 

FLAT - use to enter a flat fee charge. Then specify 1 hour as the Duration and the amount of the fee as the Base 
Rate. 

Task and/or Activity Code - You can also use the Tags space to enter a Task and/or Activity Code. If you are 
entering both, separate them by a dash, comma, slash or backslash. If you enter just one code, the program will 
assume it is an Activity Code unless it begins with the letter L followed by a number, in which case it will assume it 
is a Task Code. 

Alternatively, you can enter the Task and or Activity Code in the Comments space by typing them at the 
beginning exactly as described just above, but followed by a double backslash (\\) or the pipe symbol (|) to 
separate them from the body of the comments, for example, as shown below: 

L330/A104|Review depositon of defendant Perry Mason 

This latter method is preferable, especially if you are assigning both Task and Activity Codes, as if you use the 
Tags space for the codes you would have to add each combination of codes to the list of Tags. 

Exporting Entries 

The Export function is used to transfer your entries to the main Tussman Program. To do this Hours Tracker 
creates a csv file containing the entries and attaches it to an email sent to the address you specify. 

You must first select which entries you want to export. You can select the entries individually or by date. 
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To export by date, click on More from the main screen, then click Export Data. The following screen appears: 

First select the dates you want to export. If desired, you can then specify that you only want to export charges for 
one or more matters, but in most cases you will want to specify All jobs. Next enter the email of the person you 
want to send the file to. The Subject space simply shows the subject of the email. Leave the Attachment format
as CSV. The Body Format does not matter but you may change it to Friendly so it is more readable by the 
recipient. The Organize by setting does not matter, but make sure all of the Export Options are checked so that 
all the required information is included. When ready, click the right pointing arrow at the top of the screen, then 
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click on the Email option, then click Send. 

Alternatively, you can select charges individually for export. This may be necessary if, for example, you only want 
to export some of the entries for a particular day. To do this, select the Entries tab at the top of the main screen. 
Then tap on All Entries at the top of the list. A screen will come up listing all of your entries. To begin selecting 
the ones you want, press on one of the entries until it turns blue or is highlighted. Then just tap briefly on any 
additional entries you want to select. When finished, tap the sharing icon (the three connected dots) at the top and 
the Export screen will come up. Continue as described in the preceeding paragraph. 

Note that if you export the same entries more than once they will be duplicated in Tussman, so make sure you 
only export each entry once. If you export the same entries more than once, there is a function in Tussman that 
can delete duplicates, described at the end of this section. 

Importing Charges into Tussman

The email sent using the Export function as described above will have two files attached: CSVExport.csv and 
TotalsCsvExport.csv. You can ignore the Totals file. The CSVExport.csv file must be dowloaded and saved in a 
folder that can be accessed by the main Tussman Program. 

To do this, open the email and click on the CSVExport.csv attachment. To make sure it is saved in the correct 
folder, use the Save As function (by clicking on the down arrow button next to the Save button). You may also 
want to change the file name so that you can better identify each file, but be sure to keep the .csv extension. 

Once you have saved the file, go into Tussman, then click on the button (the first button on the Toolbar 
at the top of the main screen). That takes you to the Batch WIP Entry screen. From that screen select 
Import/Export from the menu at the very top and select Hours Tracker Import from the drop down menu. The 
following dialog will appear. 

From this dialog select the file you want to import from. If the correct folder is not displayed click the search button 
to the right of the folder name space to locate it. Note that only files with the .csv extension are listed; if for some 
reason you renamed the file without the .csv extension you can simply blank out the File Extension space and all 
files will be listed. 

After selecting the file you want to import the program will ask you to select the staff member whose work is 
contained in the file. You must enter this, then ciick OK to continue. When the import is complete, the program will 
ask if you want to Delete the source file. Click No unless you want to delete the file. 

If you do not delete the file be careful not to import from that same file again as the charges will then be duplicated 
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in Tussman. 

After the import is complete the charges will be listed in the Batch WIP Entry screen. Note that the program will 
have rounded the number of minutes specified for each charge according to your instructions in the Data Entry 
Options screen (found on the Setup menu in the main Program), and will have calculated the dollar amount of 
the charges based on the applicable rate for the staff member and matter. 

If a charge is assigned to an invalid client or matter ID, the description portion of the charge will show the invalid 
id's at the beginning followed by a double pipe symbol (||). (This will happen if the Hours Tracker user created a 
Job with invalid Client or Matter ID's). You will have to edit these charges to locate the correct client and matter. 
Then when you merge these charges with the main WIP file the program will strip away the portion of the 
desription to the left of the || symbol. 

After reviewing the charges and correcting any invalid Client or Matter ID's you can then click the Flag All button
at the top to flag the entries, then select Merge with Main WIP File from the menu at the very top of the screen to 
merge these entreis with the main WIP file. Until this is done they will not appear on the client's bill. 

Deleting Duplicates 

If for some reason you import one or more charges more than once, you can delete the duplicates by clicking on 
Utilities from the menu at the top of the Batch WIP Entry screen, then select Delete Duplicates. The program 
will ask for a Staff ID but this is optional. The search for duplicates will then be performed and if any are found you 
will be asked for confimration before the duplicate is deleted. 

Deleting a Batch

You can also delete an entire batch of entries if necesary. When importing entries from a file the program assigns 
a batch code consisting of the Staff ID followed by the month and day and the letter 'H'. (The batch code assigned 
to each charge appears below the description when editing an entry). If, for example, when importing a file you 
assign the wrong staff id you could correct it by editing each individual charge, but you could also simply delete 
that batch and then import the file again with the correct staff ID. 

To delete a batch select Utlities from the Batch WIP Entry menu at the top, then select Delete a Batch and 
indicate the batch you want. Note that if you highlight one of the entries in that batch before clicking on Utilities
the program will automatically insert the batch code from that entry. 
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